The purpose of this seminar is to create an inclusive forum for a cross-cultural exchange between scholars, students, and practitioners, who are interested in exploring the relevance of Japanese ethics for understanding ethical issues of technology. Particular focus will be on the effect of the Fukushima nuclear disaster on the thought about Japanese ethics and technology.

Invited speakers:

Takashi Majima, Senshu University
Kevin Lam, University of Tokyo
Ching-yuen Cheung, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Maki Sato, University of Tokyo
Masato Shirai, Toyo University
Yasuo Deguchi, Kyoto University
Elin Palm, Linköping University
Ryoko Asai, Uppsala University
Per Fors, Uppsala University
Richard Grassman, Uppsala University
Mikael Laaksoharju, Uppsala University
Iordanis Kavathazopoulos, Uppsala University
Thomas Taro Lennerfors, Uppsala University
Saeko Kimura, Tsuda College

September 2, 11:00 - 18:00
September 3, 09:15 - 17:00
Venue: Beurlingrummet, Ångström Laboratory

For more information, please visit the homepage of the division of Industrial Engineering and Management: www.indtek.teknik.uu.se or contact Thomas Lennerfors at thomas.lennerfors@angstrom.uu.se